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For your amusement, courtesy of Twitter:


I have a statistics joke, but it’s pretty mean. (@DrMRFrancis)



I have a bioinformatics joke – it’s a blast! (@iddux)



I have an inheritance joke, but it’s not worth passing on. (@PdraicFlood)



I had a joke about a 3’UTR, but it got lost in translation. (@SamWuest1)



I have a lot of good plant breeding jokes, but I don’t know which one to select.
(@scott_stelpflug)



I have a convergent evolution joke, but it’s been done before. (@WildWildTWest)



I have a gneome assembly jkoe. (@ianholmes)



I have a good joTRANSPOSONSke about. (@DamonLisch)



I hnve a sequencccccing jokeoke, but it’s pretty low qnnnnnnlity. (@dmaccannell)



I have a fertilizer joke, but it’s crap. (@Merlotmike)



I had a joke about botany, but it’s terrible, so I’ll leaf it out. (@jhrdub)



I have a soil joke, but it’s kinda dirty. (@IronMonika)



I have a soil joke, but it’s not well structured. (@thePRSSS)



I have a biostatistics consulting joke, but NO ONE WILL LISTEN TO ME.
(@jon_y_huang)



I’ll have a plant breeding joke ready in about 20years. (@antonwasson)



I have a phenology joke, but the timing is not right. (@Albert_Ruhi)



I had a joke about blackgrass, but all I was met with was resistance. (@ImDrSarahCook)



I have a joke about invasive species, but this isn’t the place for it. (@GenReyn)



I have a joke about meiosis, but it might be divisive. (@adernburg)



I’d add another joke about genomes, but there’s a lot of repeats. (@hammerheadbat)



I have a joke about fungal infections of plants, but it’s a bit smutty. (@xchmadhouse)
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I have a joke about aphid host use, but it’s a bit specific. (@simonsegar)



Can we joke about grasses? Or are they too glumey? (@WildPlantsCan)



I had a joke about mutations, but it isn’t funny anymore. (@EntoProf)

**BONUS visual joke** For anyone who took organic chemistry:
https://twitter.com/TJQPNI/status/1287472191567732736?s=20

